THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
The history of the opium R6gie in Tonkin is also very instructive.
It illustrates the state's struggle with a badly drawn up contract. The
Court of Hue had always exploited an opium monopoly. For long
Tonkin was too unpacified to make a monopoly practicable there by
means of a rigorous suppression of fraud. An experiment, made in
1887, proved this conclusively. Banditry and contraband went hand
in hand, and the pacification problem involved suppression of the
illicit opium trade. So the company which had received the Farm
abandoned the unpacified upper country in order to concentrate on
the delta. There, to realize all possible profits, it raised the price of
opium, which in turn renewed contraband activity. The state was now
between two fires. It was sustaining a company whose zeal was in-
creasing a rebellion that it was simultaneously trying to calm. The com-
pany even tried to drag in the state to help in its repressions, and when
refused carried the case to Paris so successfully that its contract was
renewed for eight years. The state was thus saddled with a terrible
moral and financial responsibility. De Lanessan made herculean
efforts to cut the Gordian knot which tied the state to the company,
and at last, in 1893, the Protectorate was freed. That same year the
government took over a thoroughgoing monopoly on the Cochin-
Chinese model, but De Lanessan purposely refrained from any rigorous
measures that might delay the pacification. Doumer did not find the
situation so delicate, and he was able to make this monopoly pay more
and at the same time diminish the influence of the Chinese in the
country. Doumer went far in his reversal of De Lanessan's gentle fiscal
methods.
The history of the opium Regie in Annam is almost equally tormented.
The state had the same struggle with the distributor, and popular dis-
content was shown by a decreased consumption and Increased con-
traband. The subsequent attempt at direct administration suffered
from the usual handicap of an Insufficient and untrained personnel,,
which brought in small returns. But, on the whole, this method tad
fewer evil repercussions than a Farm.
Laos's opium Regie was always directly administered because It
presented the unique feature of a soil suitable to poppy growii^g. The
natives had always grown enough for their own needs, s0 tibe govern-
ment subsidized local efforts for a krge-scale productioiL The
was not without charm. Two colonists In different regfoip were
seed and piastres. After two years, officially given to nnfaless UbQttr, an
Inspector was sent to report One of the colonists claimed that Ac

